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This special issue of Ilha do Desterro is dedicated to cross-
mapping contemporary perspectives on the Gothic as it manifests itself 
in different media around the world. The volume gathers academic 
essays and reviews by scholars from different institutions in brazil and 
elsewhere. The texts offered here analyse Gothic cultural productions 
from different perspectives, exploring the growing field of Gothic studies 
worldwide in its many forms and approaches and constitute what we 
would like to call a cartography of the Gothic, as it crosses national and 
disciplinary borders in a variety of ways - a fertile ground for exploring 
local as well as wide-reaching interests and anxieties within, without, 
and across conventional geographic and generic borders. 

Gothic studies, the academic field that explores the Gothic 
text, has developed substantially over the last hundred years or so 
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to become, more recently, an international phenomenon. Present-
day Gothic criticism can look back on a body of critical works that 
progressed from initial literary curiosity to distinctive theoretical 
framework. at present Gothic studies has become a fully-fledged area 
of study with a growing critical bibliography as well as widespread 
popularity manifest in the proliferation of undergraduate and 
postgraduate courses, scholarly associations, and journals. but, 
for a broader view, Gothic studies also encompass non-academic 
areas including discussion forums, thematic websites dedicated to 
the subject, networks organisations and underground publications 
in various media, not to mention the lively production of Gothic 
material in music, video, fashion, even body art.

Gothic criticism can be said to begin in the early twentieth century 
with the publication of seminal works such as dorothy Scarborough’s 
The supernatural in Modern english fiction (1917), Edith birkhead’s 
The Tale of Terror (1921), Eino railo’s The haunted castle (1927), 
Mario Praz’s The romantic agony (1933), Montague Summers’s The 
Gothic Quest (1938), devendra varma’s The Gothic flame (1957), 
among other influential studies. These critical works have helped 
to retrieve fictional Gothic texts from a position of marginality 
to a place closer to the literary canon. in the late 1960s scholars 
working in the field of romantic studies played an important role 
in establishing Gothic criticism as a distinctive field of knowledge. 
robert hume’s and robert Platzner’s well-known debate on ‘Gothic 
versus romantic’ (1969) is perhaps the most representative exchange 
of this period, which contributed to raise further interest in Gothic 
fiction resulting in a number of critical studies in the area.

More recently a number of other critical and theoretical 
developments in literary theory, including feminist, psychoanalytic, 
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poststructuralist, new historicist, and cultural approaches, have 
set in motion the process of internationalisation that can be 
observed at least since the 1980s. Eve K. Sedgwick’s The coherence 
of Gothic conventions (1980), david Punter’s The literature of Terror 
(1980), rosemary Jackson’s Fantasy: The literature of subversion 
(1981), victor Sage’s horror fiction in the protestant Tradition (1988), 
along with many other important critical works published in the 
1990s and 2000s, have consolidated Gothic studies as a field worthy 
of academic discussion and intellectual debate.

From a historical perspective the literary Gothic, with its stories of 
supernatural terror, horror, mystery and melodrama, is associated with 
the rise of the novel genre in the mid-eighteenth century and with the 
development of the short story in the early nineteenth century; it was 
once considered exclusively an anglo-american genre. More recently 
critics worldwide have begun to locate their own specific cultural 
traditions of supernatural terror, horror, mystery, and melodrama. as 
a result, the definition has been broadened, there has been a growing 
sense of a less circumscribed Gothic, and it is increasingly being 
recognised as an element in a larger set of cultural traditions. 

The commercial success and cult popularity of contemporary 
productions that employ the Gothic as an element of their 
compositional structure have helped to put the subject on the world 
map. books, graphic novels, films, tv series, videogames and other 
types of creative texts, including a whole aesthetics associated with 
fashion, music, behaviour and underground culture, that make 
reference to the Gothic have created an overall notion of the nature 
of the Gothic, and also stimulated extensive academic research. 
nonetheless, in spite of its recent global popularisation, the Gothic 
remains a controversial subject and is sometimes poorly understood 
outside the specialised field. although “the Gothic” is a well-
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established critical category in English studies, to this day there is 
no consensus on a precise definition of the term and no singular 
definition of the Gothic is available.

a brief survey confirms that the meaning of the Gothic is fluid: 
david Punter notes that “the notion of what constitutes Gothic 
writing is a contested site” (viii). lenora ledwon thinks that “part 
of the difficulty lies in the fact that, rather than speaking of one 
monolithic category of ‘Gothic’, it is more appropriate to recognise 
there are many Gothics” (261). Glennis byron states that the Gothic 
is “a set of irreconcilable and contradictory values both in aesthetic 
and political terms” (4). Fred botting argues that “the search for the 
Gothic [...] is a vain critical endeavour” (1). at this time the closest 
one can come to a definition may be to say that the Gothic is a flexible 
mode which fits several different cultural forms and ideological 
dynamics that come from distinct directions. ambivalence, 
indeterminacy and multiplicity are key elements of the Gothic, since 
neither Gothic literature and film, nor the studies of them, operate 
under a single paradigm. both creative and critical works expand the 
stylistic and ideological parameters of the form to produce an array 
of “Gothics”. Within this theoretical framework, the essays in this 
volume problematise traditional historical, national, and linguistic 
connotations associated with the Gothic, identifying new directions 
and cultural contexts of production. 

The essays in this edition are divided in two sections organised 
around the concept of maps or cartographies of the Gothic. The 
first section, entitled The Gothic in europe, contemplates the Gothic 
production originating in England, ireland, holland, Germany and 
italy, with essays that analyse the work of writers such as Matthew 
Gregory lewis, Joseph Conrad, Jane austen, Charlotte riddell, 
Wilkie Collins, Jacob van lennep, ludwig tieck, and of filmmakers 
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such as Mario bava and dario argento. The second section, entitled 
The Gothic in new landscapes, ranges from the USa to Mexico and 
to brazil, presenting essays that bring contemporary perspectives 
on the works of writers such as Charles brockden brown, José de 
alencar, Cornélio Penna, Álvares de azevedo, and filmmakers such 
as tod browning, Karl Freund, victor halper, rodrigo Pla and 
Walter hugo Khouri.

The first section, The Gothic in Europe, opens with abigail 
lee Six’s ‘The Monk (1796): a hispanist’s reading’, which suggests a 
relation between Spanish honour plays of the seventeenth century 
and the Gothic, to which they may be seen as precursors. lee Six 
argues that the Spanish concept of “honour plays” sheds light upon 
numerous Gothic characteristics, including the centrality of sexual 
secrets and imprisoned women, as well as its predilection for gore. 
From an analysis of The Monk, with particular emphasis on the 
characterisation of priest-villain ambrosio, the author considers 
lewis’s opportunities to access a Spanish corpus.

our second and third essays contemplate relations between 
England and what is “other” to it. in ‘heart of Darkness and the Fear 
of going native’, anna reid examines Conrad’s masterpiece as a 
representative of the “imperial Gothic”, highlighting late-victorian 
fears concerning otherness, degeneration, and dehumanization 
as a backlash against the European imperial mission. She analyses 
the pauses and silences in Marlow’s monologue, and the detached 
voices that echo through the jungle above gunfire and dying groans, 
as Gothic anxieties, instances of the unspeakable, the abject, and the 
horror of the colonial enterprise.  in ‘Jane austen e a recodificação 
paródica do gótico em northanger abbey’, Genilda azerêdo discusses 
the construction and effects of parodic discourse in Jane austen’s 
novel northanger abbey (1818). Given that parody is considered 
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a meaningful form for the discussion of intertextuality, the author 
argues that Jane austen actively and creatively re-codifies some 
aspects of the eighteenth-century Gothic tradition. The author 
identifies a number of parodic elements in the novel and discusses 
the effects of parody within a larger context of metafiction.

ilse bussing’s essay ‘Sequestered Spaces and defective doors 
in tales by Collins and riddell’ argues that architecture is a key 
Gothic element in Wilkie Collins’s The Dead secret (1857) and 
Charlotte riddell’s short story “The open door” (1882). For the 
author, architecture engenders and shapes haunted space within 
Gothic texts, generally framing issues of excess and transgression. 
Moreover, the spatial and theoretical considerations generated 
by the medieval castle and the victorian house suggest that these 
sites were not mere settings for supernatural activity but often 
functioned as protagonists. bussing focuses particularly on doors 
as the architectural feature whose symbolic charge best expresses 
concerns about privacy and concealment, spatial anxiety and 
infiltration in Gothic texts.

The relations between the Gothic and dutch literature are 
presented in agnes andeweg’s essay ‘how the Gothic reared its 
head in dutch literature’. The author offers a panorama of the 
Gothic in dutch literature, focusing particularly on the 1980s as 
arguably the high point of dutch Gothic fiction. andeweg discusses 
the reasons for the absence of a more significant dutch Gothic 
tradition before the 1980s and then examines six novels from the 
decade analysing the socio-cultural role of the Gothic form in these 
novels, particularly how it works as a way of expressing ambivalence 
about reformulations in the domain of gender and sexuality.

in the essay ‘ludwig tieck: meandros góticos’, Karin volobuef 
highlights literary images and themes that likely connect the 
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production of German novelist ludvig tieck to the work of 
eighteenth-century british Gothic novelists, especially Matthew G. 
lewis. a leading member of the Jena romantics group, tieck is an 
influential writer of the first phase of German romanticism, and 
his work depicts characters that not only face external perils but 
also have to fight self-doubt, “angst” and other triggers of internal 
crisis. The author departs from the broader critical perspective of 
the Fantastic genre to focus on the more sinister and grotesque (and 
arguably Gothic) side of tieck’s stories.

Keith h. brown’s article ‘Gothic/Giallo/Genre: hybrid images 
in italian horror Cinema, 1956-82’ demonstrates the similarities 
between filmic elements in the works of italian filmmaker’s Mario 
bava and dario argento which transcend the traditional division 
between classical and modern, Gothic and Giallo. Through an 
analysis of both the manipulation of light-shadow and the concept of 
space in cinema, the author develops his arguments with particular 
reference to deleuze’s concepts of the classical ‘movement-image’ and 
modern ‘time-image’, contending that bava and argento’s treatments 
of space and time encompass elements that can unite cinemas from 
different periods. 

our second section, The Gothic in new landscapes, opens with 
renata r. Mautner Wasserman’s ‘Gothic roots: brockden brown’s 
Wieland, american identity, and american literature’. She analyses 
the Gothic elements in Charles brockden brown’s Wieland (1798), a 
founding novel of the recently independent United States of america. 
Wasserman argues that the European Gothic novel’s treatment of 
issues such as class, gender, religion, and national identity proved 
to be an adaptable and useful literary form for exploring topics 
of nation-building and national sovereignty, which were of great 
importance for the american novel of the period.
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in the article ‘Exotic Primitivism of death in Classical hollywood 
living dead Films’, outi hakola analyses the cross-cultural limits of 
1930s hollywood classic horror films. She discusses trans-cultural 
characteristics appearing particularly in the ‘living dead’ film genre, 
which feature Eastern European vampires, Egyptian mummies, 
haitian zombies, among other lifeless, foreign monsters. hakola 
argues these living dead characters symbolise the tension between 
traditional or primitive views of death or reactions to death, and the 
western and modern understandings of mortality where dying often 
gets intruded by science, medical practices and authorities.

bernice M. Murphy’s article ‘how Will i Explain Why We 
live behind a Wall? la Zona (2007) as Suburban Gothic narrative’ 
discusses Gothic manifestations, in the form of tropes and themes, 
in director rodrigo Pla’s dramatisation of Mexican middle-class 
fears about family and community safety, communal solidarity 
and acts of mob violence, which can be seen as a political critique 
of contemporary Mexican culture and society. What Murphy calls 
the Suburban Gothic emerges as a means of expressing regional 
economic and political anxieties about the relationship between the 
privileged and the disenfranchised, specifically Mexican anxieties 
about the liberties afforded to the wealthy and the ramifications of 
police corruption and political cronyism.

Moving from Mexico to brazil, we have Sandra G. t. 
vasconcelos’s essay ‘Sentidos do demoníaco em José de alencar’, 
which explores appropriations of the Gothic form in brazilian 
novels o Gaúcho, Til and o Tronco do ipê, by nineteenth-century 
writer José de alencar. She argues that the novelist borrowed and 
acclimatised some Gothic conventions, more particularly those that 
were useful for the representation of brazilian rural life as a violent 
and excessive experience. The article enquires into the meanings of 
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these appropriations, suggesting they are linked to the process of 
constructing a sense of a recognisably brazilian nation.

in the article ‘Daughters of fire: Walter hugo Khouri’s Female 
Gothic’, daniel Serravalle de Sá contemplates the transnational 
characteristics of the Gothic using the film as filhas do fogo (1978) 
as an example of the relation between gender and a more recent take 
on the issue of constructing sense of brazilian history. in this film, the 
main female characters find themselves trapped in a Gothic situation 
in which the luxuriant brazilian forest overwhelms a tropical manor, 
thereby returning it to nature. Starting from a discussion of the 
haunted house as a time-honoured Gothic feature, the author argues 
for the social significance of this development of the trope in the 
brazilian context.

Josalba Fabiana dos Santos’s essay ‘o castelo (quase) vazio: 
marcas do gótico em fronteira, de Cornélio Penna’ argues that 
the Gothic features in Cornélio Penna’s novel fronteira (1935) 
are representative of the relation of admiration and repulse that 
brazilian literature maintained with the European tradition at the 
time. The author focuses on the vicissitudes of young Maria Santa, a 
character who lives under the constant threat of physical and moral 
damage. Set in the early days of the brazilian republic, it shows the 
secluded town of itabira as it becomes the setting for a narrative of 
rape and murder. an old colonial manor, sinister family portraits, 
and an insect collection framed in glass are some potentially Gothic 
elements that suggest Cornélio Penna’s rewriting of Gothic forms 
within his own social dimension and time.

Julio França’s and luciano Cabral da Silva’s ‘a Preface to a 
Theory of art-Fear in brazilian literature’ seeks to identify basic 
characteristics of brazilian fictional horror informed by noël 
Carroll’s concept of “fear literature”- fictional narratives that produce 
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fear by artistic means. The authors argue that a number of brazilian 
literary texts could be read in such key and that the lack of a national 
horror tradition in brazil is due to critical favouritism for narratives 
that represent social problems in a ‘realistic’ way.

Finally the review section brings natasha rebry’s considerations 
about John Sears’s stephen king’s Gothic (University of Wales Press, 
2011) and Marcia tiemy Morita Kawamoto’s evaluation of Maria 
beville’s Gothic-postmodernism, Voicing the Terrors of postmodernity 
(rodopi, 2009). 

taken as a whole, the varied collection of texts here shows that 
the Gothic, starting with horace Walpole’s protean The castle of 
otranto, far from being a marginal cultural strand, constitutes an 
important critique of the last two hundred and fifty years of culture or 
so, remaining as a crucial element in its construction and even, at the 
same time, an essential aide in bringing to awareness something like a 
cultural subconscious.
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